Experience it on the go with Ramco Business Intelligence

Ramco BI is so intelligent that it interprets volumes of data to arrive at crucial business insights that can take your business forward. The technology is so simple that it actually does what it says, and simplifies your life instead of complicating it!

Why Choose Ramco BI

- Product company with 300 years of experience in the Banking Industry; unrelenting focus on Research and Development
- Pre-built Banking & Insurance data model hosted on Ramco’s cloud enabled Global Regulatory Information Architecture (GloRRIA)
- Platform-agnostic Logical Data Model to cover all areas of banking operations
- Tested and proven solution for handling high volumes of data and user traffic; suitable for enterprise-wide deployment
- Rich, powerful pre-built analytics solution, capable of providing organization-wide Performance Management
- Pre-built banking templates for Revenue, Capital, Cost and Business Budgeting

Anytime, anywhere access with availability on mobile devices

For more information, e-mail us at contact@ramco.com or visit www.ramco.com
Ramco Analytics for Bank Performance Management is found to be extremely suitable for providing information on Business Performance Management and for reviewing/monitoring of different business units of the bank. The implementation of business analytics in the bank has been seamless and absolutely smooth, mainly because of the professional approach adopted by the entire Ramco implementation team.